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January 2020 Takeaways
•

Jan. 2020’s +30.3% appreciation in bitcoin marked the best start to the year since 2013.

•

Stronger 1-month correlations with gold, oil, and US treasuries suggests that the Iran-US conflict and the coronavirus
outbreak impacted bitcoin, supporting the notion that bitcoin continues to mature as an alternative asset class to traditional
“risk-on” financial assets.

•

Looking back to 2011, Jan.’s volatility was 38 percentage points below the monthly average of 96%; should Feb. follow trend,
we can expect a continued uptrend in price and less volatility.

•

Last month confirmed that address balances between ₿10 - ₿100 are in an “accumulation” phase, while those with a balance
of ₿1,000 - ₿10,000 are exiting a “wait-and-see” phase. History suggests that as both cohorts exit their respective phases,
volatility re-enters the market.

•

Shifts in sentiment and open interest in Jan. indicate greater volatility in the coming weeks or months.
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Volatility Trends
•

After setting an intra-month low of $6,915 on Jan. 2nd, bitcoin rallied into month-end and eclipsed a 3-month high of $9,568 on
Jan. 30th; bitcoin closed out Jan. 2020 at $9,339, a +30.3% gain.

•

Annualized volatility peaked at 67.9% on Jan. 14th, its highest level since Nov. 23rd, before fading in the second half of the month.

•

Daily trading volume soared to $2.5B on Jan.15th, representing 8.5% of the month’s volume and an 11-week high.

sources: Kraken
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The Month-Over-Month Report
•

Bitcoin’s annualized volatility grew roughly 8 percentage points in Jan. to a 3-month high of 58.2%.

•

After tumbling -19% through 4Q2019, trading volumes surged +56% MoM to Aug. 2019 levels.

•

Not only was last month’s +30.3% gain the best start to a new year since 2013, but also the best monthly performance since May
2019; bitcoin returned to Aug. 2019 price levels when price and volatility were in the early innings of a 6-month long downtrend.

•

Annualized velocity of 12.09x fell -1.2%, indicating that bitcoin’s increased value was accompanied by increased network usage.

sources: Kraken Intelligence, CoinMarketCap, CoinMetrics.io
notes: trading volumes summed across Kraken, Bittrex, Binance, Binance Jersey, Binance US, Bitfinex, Bitstamp, Coinbase, EOSfinex, Gemini, Poloniex
annualized velocity = (monthly transaction volume (USD) ÷ average market capitalization) x 12
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Correlations
•

Changes in 1-month and 3-month correlations between bitcoin and oil/
gold were most noteworthy last month. Gold went from -0.12 to 0.70 and
a 3-month correlation of 0.21 to 0.44; oil went from -0.30 to -0.80 and a
3-month correlation of -0.58 to -0.68. A significant driver for this is likely
the market’s reaction to the Iran-US conflict and the coronavirus outbreak.

•

After a relatively weak 1-month positive correlation in Dec. and ranging
between 0.43 and 0.81, Jan. brought stronger altcoin correlations.

•

The 6-month correlation with US treasuries went from no correlation
(-0.05) to moderately positively correlated (0.43) and high yield corp.
bonds strengthened modestly, but traditional financial assets weakened
across the board.

•

Altcoin correlations faded across 1-year and 2-year time horizons; the
most notable changes last month were XRP and BCH’s 2-year correlation
falling from 0.55 to 0.27 and 0.60 to 0.41, respectively.

•

Oil’s 1-year correlation went from -0.04 to -0.29 and the S&P500’s 2-year
correlation grew from 0.30 to 0.39, but correlations with traditional
financial assets fell on 1-year and 2-year time horizons.
sources: Kraken Intelligence, Bloomberg
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Key Events
1. Conflict Between Iran & The US Emerges
A. Jan. 3: US forces eliminate top Iranian commander Qassem Soleimani in a
drone airstrike, who was allegedly planning "imminent and sinister attacks"
on Americans. The Supreme Leader of Iran, Ayatollah Ali Khamenei, vows
"harsh revenge” against the US.
B. Jan. 7: The US Department of Defense reports that Iran has fired more than a
dozen ballistic missiles at US military bases station in Iraq with no casualties.
C. Jan. 10: News breaks that a Ukrainian Boeing 737-800 carrying 176 people
has crashed in Iran.
D. Jan. 14: Video surfaces of two Iranian missiles hitting the aircraft on Jan. 10.
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2. Coronavirus Outbreak Drives Traditional Markets Lower
A. Jan. 17: Chinese health officials announce that a second person has died in China from the coronavirus, putting Asia on alert.
B. Jan. 26: +2,000 confirmed cases of the coronavirus are reported, 56 are dead; worldwide concerns mount over the virus spreading.
A Californian man becomes the third case in the US while Malaysia, Singapore, Thailand, and Macao report an increase in infections.
C. Jan. 27: Fears over the coronavirus spreading in China rains over markets. The S&P500 falls -1.6%, the sharpest decline since Oct.
2nd, 2019 when the trade war stroke fears of a slowdown. Stocks exposed to the Chinese technology supply chain and travel industry
take the brunt of the selling. Major stock benchmarks in Europe plunge 2%, along with the benchmark Nikkei 225 index in Tokyo.
D. Jan. 28: China's health officials say the number of confirmed cases of the coronavirus has risen to 5,974 in 31 provinces and 132 are
dead. Taiwan confirms another case of coronavirus, a fourth case of the virus is confirmed in France, British Columbia reports its first
possible case, and the UK warns against most travel to mainland China. HK's Chief Executive Carrie Lam says the government will
"temporarily" close some of its borders with mainland China and limit tourist travel permits to the mainland.
sources: BBC, US Department of Defense, NY Times, Business Insider, CNN, CNN, NY Times, NPR
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The Macro Trend
North America: Earlier in Jan., US President Trump ordered an airstrike on one of Iran’s top military generals. The death of Qassem
Soleimani sent stocks lower and drove prices of US treasuries & oil higher. Iran responded with a non-lethal airstrike on US facilities,
resulting in no further escalation. The ISM manufacturing index fell to its lowest level since 2009 and has now been in contraction
territory for five months. Consumer confidence dipped, consumer credit grew slower than expected, the job market added a
disappointing 170K jobs (vs. 176k average in 2019) and unemployment remained flat at .5%. Non-revolving credit (auto loans, student
loans, etc.) rose +5.8% MoM, +5.0% for the year, and continues to make up an increasing share of household debt. Housing starts
soared to their highest level since 2006 and inflation rose +0.2% for the month, a YoY change of +2.3%. As a result of net exports, US
real GDP grew +2.1% on a quarterly annualized basis in 4Q and was in line with the average of the past decade. The FOMC hosted their
first meeting of 2020 and left rates and the current 1.50% - 1.75% target range unchanged. Fears of the coronavirus drove US equities
lower later in the month. Economic data out of Canada showed that the economy softened in late-2019. Such was also the case for the
Mexican economy, which contracted -0.2% QoQ in Q4, thereby marking the third quarterly contraction for 2019.
Europe: Headline inflation rose +1.3% YoY and +1.0% MoM, the fastest pace since April 2019. The ECB announced plans to keep rates
low or cut them, while also buying €20B of bonds per month until inflation is just shy of 2%. Retail sales rose +1% MoM, which was more
than expected and largely driven by strength out of Germany. Inflation in the UK unexpectedly slowed to a three-year low and retail
sales fell -0.8%. BoE policymaker Saunders said that stimulus measures may be necessary to avoid a prolonged period of below-target
inflation given the sluggish economic growth. At a monetary policy review meeting later in the month, the BoE convened and ultimately
decided to keep rates steady at 0.75%. The central bank also released an updated GDP and inflation forecast, showing that
policymakers expect growth to slow to below 0.50% and inflation to tick up modestly. BoE governor Mark Carney stated that the United
Kingdom’s economic data was “good enough,” but acknowledged that the monetary policy committee needs to see more evidence of
a pickup in activity before cutting rates.
sources: Deloitte, Wells Fargo
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The Macro Trend (cont.)
Asia: The PBoC lowered its reserve requirement ratio (RRR) for all domestic banks by -50 bps, meaning an extra CNY800B of liquidity
will flow into the local financial system. Since 2011, the PBoC has aggressively lowered the RRR for big and small banks, dropping the
RRR rate by 900 bps. China’s GDP was unchanged and met expectations at +6.1% YoY for 4Q. Industrial output rose +6.9% YoY and
retail sales growth was steady at +8.0% YoY. On Jan. 15th, the US and China signed the Phase I trade deal; China agreed to stop
intellectual property theft and forced technology transfer, to avoid currency manipulation, and to purchase an extra $200B of US goods
and services over the next two years. In return, the US agreed to not implement tariffs on more than $100B of US imports from China,
roll back tariffs to 7.5% from 15% on ~$120B of imports, and refrain from labeling China as a “currency manipulator.” Later in the month,
a coronavirus broke out in mainland China, which infected more than 14,000 citizens and killed more than 300. The Chinese
government implemented a travel ban and temporarily closed markets, which sold-off substantially heading into month-end. The BoJ
left rates unchanged at -0.10% and kept in place its “yield curve control,” an initiative centered on keeping the 10-year Japanese
government bond yield at “around zero percent.” The central bank also noted that the economy has been showing “a moderate
expanding trend.”

sources: Deloitte, Wells Fargo
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The Past & The Future
•

Monthly Returns & Volatility
Last month’s +30.3% return far exceeded the average (+8%) and
median (+1%) monthly return when looking as far back as 2011; Jan.
2020 was the best start to the year since 2013 and the third least
volatile ever.

•

Although this Jan. brought about a stellar outperformance relative to
prior years, the month’s annualized volatility of 58% was substantially
lower than the average (96%) and median (86%) levels observed over
the past decade.

•

Excluding 2012 and 2014, Feb. has historically had positive price
performance and has averaged an +18% return since 2011. Although
Feb. is typically a relatively volatile month, on average, it’s less volatile
than Jan.

•

Should history repeat itself, we ought to anticipate a continuation of
up-trending price action and slightly less volatility in Feb.

sources: Kraken Intelligence
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Where to Next?
•

Whales on the Move?
Last month we acknowledged that since 2018, ~50% of existing
bitcoins have been held in wallets with balances ranging between ₿10
- ₿100 and ₿1,000 - ₿10,000. We pointed out that the ₿1,000 ₿10,000 cohort, “whales,” have historically accumulated bitcoin
opportunistically. These periods were followed by periodic surges in
volatility.

•

We also noted that the stagnant growth in the number of “whale”
addresses was indicative of sidelined whales. We suggested that
should the trend hold true, we’d be due for another few months of
dampened volatility before new/existing whales accumulate and
influence volatility.

•

Notwithstanding Jan.’s surge in price and modest tick higher in
volatility, the number of whales in this cohort ticked higher as we
approached month-end. This may mean that sentiment amongst the
₿1,000 - ₿10,000 cohort is starting to shift to a new accumulation
phase.

Figure 1: Number of bitcoin addresses with ₿1,000 - ₿10,000 relative to price volatility

sources: Kraken Intelligence, BitInfoCharts
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Where to Next? (cont.)
•

HODLers Accumulating Again?
With respect to the ₿10 - ₿100 cohort, “HODLers,” we stated that this
cohort also influences market dynamics over time by contributing to
market consolidation until conditions lead to sharp upticks in volatility.

•

We pointed out that in the past the number of addresses with ₿10 ₿100 typically increases steadily before flatlining and then pulling
back; it is then that we see volatility jump. Also, we stated that since
bottoming out in Nov., this cohort appeared to have rotated into an
"accumulation phase.” It was for this reason that we suggested not to
expect Jan. to be the most volatile month of 1Q2020 and instead to
anticipate a slight uptrend at best.

•

As shown in figure 2, accumulation has resumed. Should history
repeat, we anticipate accumulation to conclude in the weeks/months
ahead and volatility to re-emerge. This dynamic of “accumulation
preceding volatility” may be explained as an absorption of market
liquidity, creating tight supply/demand imbalance conditions in the
future.

Figure 2: Number of bitcoin addresses with ₿10 - ₿100 relative to price volatility

sources: Kraken Intelligence, BitInfoCharts
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A Shift In Sentiment
•

Fear, Greed, & Volatility
Despite failing to manifest into newfound market volatility, Jan.’s
stellar performance drove a noteworthy shift in sentiment, which has
historically foreshadowed volatility returning to the market.

•

After bouncing off of a low of 20 (“Extreme Fear”) in late Dec., the
CF&G Index rallied in Jan. and closed out the month by re-entering
“Greed” territory with a reading of 55.

•

Considering that the Crypto Fear & Greed Index has been a useful
gauge for surges in volatility, the recent shift in sentiment implies
greater volatility ahead. Take for example Dec. 2018, sentiment
bottomed after being in “Extreme Fear” or “Fear” territory for +6
months. Optimism returned to the market, compounded, and likely
contributed, if not fueled, the explosive uptick in volatility in 1H2019.

•

Figure 3: Rolling 7-day Crypto Fear & Greed Index score vs. annualized volatility

Bottom?
Bottom

Assuming bitcoin can hold onto Jan. gains and market sentiment has
truly shifted, we may experience a repeated pattern of “optimism
driving volatility” in the month(s) ahead.

sources: Kraken Intelligence, Crypto Fear & Greed Index
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A Shift In Open Interest
•

Open Interest Soars to Prior Highs
Per figure 4, open interest in Kraken Futures and Bitmex XBTUSD
perpetual contracts surpassed $1B in Jan. 2020, a level last seen in
Sept. 2019. Interestingly, the previous surge was followed by a wave of
volatility from Oct. to Nov., which was likely due to liquidations and the
closing of positions. Though this suggests that a return to $1B in open
interest implies greater volatility, perhaps there’s a bigger trend at play.

•

Turning to Dec. 2018 and Jan. 2019, there is a positive relationship
between the growth of open interest and volatility through the middle
of 2019 following a sharp decoupling in early-2019. Since the decline
in open interest in late-Sept. and into the new year, we’ve observed a
similar pattern emerge.

•

Using open interest in Kraken Futures and Bitmex XBTUSD perpetual
contracts as a global proxy, the bottoming of open interest in Dec. may
mean that the recent growth is simply renewed interest in the market
following a soft 2H2019. This may signal that open interest has further
room to run with elevated volatility just around the corner, like before.

•

Like how growth in open interest foreshadowed the transition from a
“bear market” to a “bull market” in 1Q2019, the latest rebound may
mean that the market is preparing for a trend-setting, explosive move.

Figure 4: XBTUSD Open Interest in Millions USD vs. annualized volatility

sources: Kraken Intelligence, Kraken Futures, Bitmex
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What’s Ahead?
Date

Upcoming Notable Catalysts

Feb-18-20

Telegram<>SEC court hearing on TON

Feb-26-20

Hard deadline for SEC decision on Wilshire/NYSE BTC ETF proposal

Mar-2-20

CME BTC futures BTCG20 settlement date

Mar-12-20

ECB monetary policy meeting

Mar-17-20

Federal Open Market Committee meeting

Mar-30-20

CME BTC futures BTCH20 settlement date

1Q2020

Whinstone US & Northern Bitcoin AG launch 300MW mining facility

April 2020

Japan tightens rules on crypto margin trading

May-12-20

Bitcoin halving @ block #630,000

sources: Kraken Intelligence, industry reports
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Data

sources: Kraken Intelligence, CoinMarketCap, CoinMetrics.io
notes: trading volumes summed across Kraken, Bittrex, Binance, Binance Jersey, Binance US, Bitfinex, Bitstamp, Coinbase, EOSfinex, Gemini, Poloniex
annualized velocity = (monthly transaction volume (USD) ÷ average market capitalization) x 12
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How To Reach Us & Where To Trade
Feedback — We appreciate your attention. For comments, suggestions, or questions related to this report, click here (https://
forms.gle/vUZVP1UYc1SyTxr6A). For comments, suggestions, or questions related to this report, including topics you would like for us
to consider including, please send us an e-mail at intel@kraken.com.
Spot & Futures Exchange — Kraken provides access to 32 cryptocurrencies spanning over 130 markets with advanced trading
features, industry-leading security, and on-demand client service. Additionally, Kraken offers seamless access to regulated derivatives
on the Kraken Futures platform for eligible clients. Sign up for a free account in minutes at https://kraken.com/sign-up. We look
forward to welcoming you.
Cryptowatch — for multi-exchange charting, trading, portfolio tracking, and high resolution historical data, visit https://cryptowat.ch.
Create an account today for a free, 14-day trial of premium service at https://cryptowat.ch/account/create.
OTC — for OTC-related execution services or questions, please direct your communication to otc@kraken.com.
Disclaimer
The information in this report is provided by, and is the sole opinion of, Kraken’s research desk. The information is provided as general market commentary and should not be the basis for making investment decisions or
be construed as investment advice with respect to any digital asset or the issuers thereof. Trading digital assets involves significant risk. Any person considering trading digital assets should seek independent advice on
the suitability of any particular digital asset. Kraken does not guarantee the accuracy or completeness of the information provided in this report, does not control, endorse or adopt any third party content, and accepts no
liability of any kind arising from the use of any information contained in the report, including without limitation, any loss of profit. Kraken expressly disclaims all warranties of accuracy, completeness, merchantability or
fitness for a particular purpose with respect to the information in this report. Kraken shall not be responsible for any risks associated with accessing third party websites, including the use of hyperlinks. All market prices,
data and other information are based upon selected public market data, reflect prevailing conditions, and research’s views as of this date, all of which are subject to change without notice. This report has not been
prepared in accordance with the legal requirements designed to promote the independence of investment research and is not subject to any prohibition on dealing ahead of the dissemination of investment research.
Kraken and its affiliates hold positions in digital assets and may now or in the future hold a position in the subject of this research. This report is not directed or intended for distribution to, or use by, any person or entity
who is a citizen or resident of, or located in a jurisdiction where such distribution or use would be contrary to applicable law or that would subject Kraken and/or its affiliates to any registration or licensing requirement.
The digital assets described herein may or may not be eligible for sale in all jurisdictions.
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